PREMANANDA	189
May the Gujarat! language be rich with implied meanings, lovely in its
parts. May her feet be full of grace and ornament May she excel all her
comrades. May she reach the pedestal occupied by the language of gods (Sains-
krta ). May God fulfil my hope of seeing her the best among all her friends! '-
His command over the resources of the language was
unequalled; and, so was his knowledge of contemporary
life. He was a profound observer; no detail escaped him.
He depicted passion, situation and character in a vivid
style. He was a master of the art of gaining broad effects;
and could play upon an emotion to the point of saturation.
He excelled in making an old plot, however jejune, throb
with new life. Among the literary artists of the period, he
alone was truly a creative artist, and could give a glimpse
of actual life.
A clever reader of the popular mind, he .was always
ready to cater to the prevailing taste. This was his strength
and his weakness. In his hands, the dignity of the Puxlnic
characters suffered lamentably. The mighty and astute Sr!
Krshna was painted in the Abhimanyu-nkhy&ia as a base
trickster. The incident of King Yuvanasva bearing a child
was described in the M^ndhntnkhynna with a wealth of
intimate details revealing lack of good taste and artistic
perception. His audience must have enjoyed a recital of
those passages; but, to-day, they scarcely help to justify
his literary reputation.
It is difficult to find even an isolated note of personal
feeling in his works. He wore a literary mask, and identi-
fied himself with every situation.
The works dealing with bhakti show Premananda only as an artist; he
can describe the storm of love without betraying subjective intensity. His
-works, no doubt, display greater variety of treatment and a more compre-
hensive effort to enrich emotions than the work of Narasinha; but the great
impulse of pure bhakti does not inspire them, nor does a high conception
of beauty. 2
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2,   MunsM, Thodanka Rasader&ano, p. 216.

